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Christian Romance. Seven boys were adopted from the foster care system by Alec and Maggie

Donahue, a loving Irish couple living in Breeze Point, Cape Cod. Now grown men, the brothers are

making their way in the world in their chosen professions, each hoping to find love that will last a

lifetime.The RomanticRemy Donahue, an internationally known painter, has come home to Breeze

Point to celebrate the fortieth anniversary of his parents, Alec and Maggie Donahue. When his

father suffers a stroke, Remy makes the decision to stick around Breeze Point in order to support

his recovery. When Remy offers to help out at Sweet Treats, the family bakery, he meets the

beautiful and soulful Gabrielle Turner, who is a new employee at the establishment. Although Remy

is smitten with Gabrielle, she's not as certain about him. When Remy discovers her tragic history

and her connection to his birthplace of New Orleans, he'll risk it all to win her love and heal her soul.

Gabrielle Turner can't believe her good fortune when she lands in Breeze Point, Cape Cod. An

idyllic beach town, Gabi is shocked when the townsfolk welcome her into their fold with open arms.

She's never felt so at peace, even though she fears it won't last. For so many years she's moved

from place to place, her soul never feeling at ease in her surroundings. Haunted by her past,

Gabrielle feels an instant connection and attraction to Remy Donahue, the son of her employers.

But with a habit of picking up and running, will Gabrielle realize that everything she's ever wanted

lies in Remy's arms?
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Another delight from the wonderfully prolific Belle Calhoune! I loved getting to know these warm and

wonderful characters. Remy was every bit as romantic as promised. Gabrielle's vulnerability came

through and Remy waited until he was ready to show love to her. Even as Calhoune tells the love

story of each brother in this engaging series, she gives you just enough of a hint to get readers to

wonder about how the next brother will fall. An incredible accomplishment. Read this marvelous

series now and wait patiently with the rest of us for Nick's story.

Alec and Maggie Donahue adopted seven boys from the foster care system. Now grown up, this

story is about Remy, an internationally known painter. Originally home to celebrate his parent's

fortieth wedding anniversary, all changed when Alec suffered a stroke. Remy decided to stay in

Breeze Point, Cape Cod and help out at Sweet Treats, the family bakery. Remy, known as the

romantic, has his heart set of Gabrielle aka Gabi, a new employee at Sweet Treats. He has never

believed in "love at first sight" until now! Does she feel the same way about him? Having lost his

parents in a car accident at the tender age of 8 he understands some of what Gabi has gone

through when she finally opens up to him. How will the apartment fire affect her?Maggie, under a lot

of stress seems to be forgetting things? Is it really just stress or is there something more serious

going on? Why does she appear to disapprove of Remy and Gabrielle's relationship?I love the way

Gabi, at one point, stands up to one of Remy's ex-dates. Unlike so many other romances, Gabi

uses her brain and experience of what she knows about Remy and does not go off in a huff but

sees the ex for exactly who she is!This is a very special, gentle and tender romance. Remy is a total

gentleman. Based on Christian principles but not preachy. Simply beautiful! Although this is part of a

series, this story stands alone but if you haven't read the first two books you're missing out! The

Donahue's are a close family so naturally we get to meet them all in this book and catch up a little.

There are great quotes from the family between each chapter.

It has been forever since I read a good "love at first sight" story. It's been a while since I read a

great romance with a hero who more caring than conflicted. That's what we are treated to when



Belle Calhoune introduces Remy, a sweetheart of a romantic and world-reknowned artist, and

Gabrielle, a baker and victim of natural disaster and loss in the third Seven Brides, Seven Brothers

series. Calhoune's ability to blend real life situations, heart-warming family interactions, and

romance that doesn't necessarily follow all the "rules" makes Remy's pursuit of his beloved a

pleasure to read and Gabrielle's healing something to rejoice in. Can't wait the next brother!

This is one of the of the sweetest men I have ever read about in these romantic stories. He is the

type of man every red blooded womanwould love to share her life with. This is the kind of man who

makes all the good or bad things that life THROWS at you pull you throughIt all. If only there were

families like this in real life to be a part of.

Very clean heartwarming romance. A truly old fashioned romantic man falls for a troubled woman

running from past hurts. He sets out to win her heart and free her from whatever she's been afraid

to reveal to him. Will he win her love or lose her, as he helps her face her fears? Remy is one of

seven men adopted by the Donahue family, and this is his and Gabrielle's story.

Book 3 of this 7 Book series, this is Remy's story. Remy is a world famous artist he has returned to

Breeze Point, Cape Cod because of his father's illness. Remy decides to help at the family bakery

since his father is out and his mother is at his bedside. When he meets the new employee Gabrielle

Turner and is instantly attracted to her but, Gabrielle has problems of her own and although new in

town she is not looking for anything more than earning a living that is enough for her to take care of

her son. But Remy is determined and the Donahue boys just don't give up.This is where the series

ramped up some, Gabrielle has issues and Remy although adopted had wonderful parents, he

remembers with love. He's been looking for a love like that his whole life, especially after the

example set by Maggie and Alec Donahue, his adoptive parents. This is a wonderful story and a

great read.

I have to say that I really liked the first two books in this series. As a New Orleans native I was really

looking forward to this particular installment. I really liked the character of Remy as he was

introduced and developed in the first two books. However, I have to say that I found this story

lacking in depth and character development. The book did very little to convey the horror that was

Katrina or the after effects it had on families. But I understand that is something hard to convey. But

the characters of Gabrielle and Remy seemed to be much more shallow than the other leading



characters. Instead of feeling like I knew Remy at the end of this book, it still felt like he was

someone I would like to get to know. Gabrielle's character also seem to lack real depth. There is a

possibility that I would feel differenlyt about these characters if Gabrielle's story had not been based

in a horror I lived through. I still plan to read the rest of the installments in this series. I really like the

premise of the bond of the seven brothers. I just don't feel this was one of the best told stories.
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